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From The President:
by Chief Jeffrey C. Macko

I would like to thank all the folks that
attended Jay Reardon’s retirement
party! It was a bit of a cold night, but I
think everyone enjoyed themselves.
There were a lot of nice tributes that
Jay and his family greatly
appreciated. As a final tribute, the
Leadership Board has approved
changing the name of our MABAS
facility to the (Jay P. Reardon MABAS
Readiness Center). Jay and his lovely
wife, Darlene, are spending the next
couple of months in their home in
Florida; we wish them well.
On another note, our new Finance
Ops Chief, Bernie Lyons, started this
last December filling Glenn Eriksen’s
position when he moved to CEO.
Bernie is retired Deputy Chief from
Arlington Heights Fire and is settling
into the position very well.

I want to make all of you aware that we
are not submitting any legislation this
session. With an estimated 30 to 40
legislators turning over this year, we
quite frankly need to see how everything
shuffles out. However, the Leadership
Board is continuing to work with folks in
Springfield to accomplish our goal of a
sustained funding source.
Now that the holidays are over, and I
hope you all had a great holiday season,
it’s time for the annual MABAS-IL
Training Summit, February 5th through
the 9th. Once again, the staff has put
together a great program for the
Summit that should be beneficial to all
that attend. I’m looking forward to
seeing you all there!
Safe Travels!
President
Jeffrey C. Macko
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Prevent Water Damage While You Are Away
By: Familyhandyman.com
Water damage from frozen pipes,
ruptured washer hoses, leaking supply
lines and dripping water heaters costs
billions every year. This checklist will help
you avoid water leak problems in your
house.

Shutting off the main valve that controls
all the water for your home is the best
protection against catastrophic water
damage. Everyone in your home should
know where the main water shutoff valve
is located so they can stop the water in an
emergency. And you should turn it off
whenever you leave home, even
overnight. If you’re not sure where it is,
look for your water meter; the main
shutoff will be located nearby.

The ball valve is more common in newer
construction and has a lever handle that
needs to be turned 90 degrees to turn the
water on or off. You can immediately tell if
it’s open or not: In the closed position, the
lever is perpendicular to the pipes; in the
open position it’s parallel.
If you’ve never shut off the main water
valve before, test it before you leave on
vacation. Turn on a faucet somewhere in
the house and shut off the main water
valve. All water flow should stop. An old
gate valve can break, so be gentle when
you’re handling it. If the valve is stuck,
leave it alone. If it leaks or doesn’t shut off
all the way, have a licensed plumber
replace the valve or replace it yourself if
you’re comfortable with a straightforward
plumbing project. You’ll need to call your
water department (and possibly pay a
small fee) to have the water to your house
turned off at the curb stop while you make
the repair.
If you have a well, shut off the electrical
switch for the well when you leave for an
extended period so it won’t pump any
water while you’re gone.

Many water meter setups have two valves,
one on the street side of the meter and one
on the house side. If you live in a colder
climate, you’ll typically find the main
shutoff in the basement near the front of
the house. In warmer climates, it will be
outside your home attached to an exterior
wall or in an underground box with a
removable lid.
There are two types of main shutoff
valves: the gate valve and the ball valve.
The gate valve is common in older homes
and has a round handle that must be
turned a number of times to open or close
the valve. Gate valves are designed to be
fully open or fully closed. Water flowing
through a partially open gate valve can
wear away the metal and cause the valve
to fail over time.

Typical supply stops have a small round
or oval handle that you turn clockwise to
shut off the flow of water.
The shutoff to your refrigerator’s
icemaker might be located under the
sink or in the basement. If your shutoff
valve looks like the one to the right,
consider replacing it with a standard
shutoff valve.

Rubber or plastic supply lines that lead
from shutoff valves to appliances,
faucets and toilets become brittle and
can leak or even break as they age. Since
you’re messing with your shutoff valves
anyway, inspect the supply lines too. If
you find any leaks, cracks, bulges or
signs of corrosion, replace the lines
before you leave town. Your best choice
is line encased in a braided stainless
steel sheath. A pair of washing machine
hoses costs less than $20 at home
centers. Shorter versions for faucets or a
toilet are also available.
Don’t wait for a vacation to check your
supply lines. With 10 minutes and a
flashlight, you can inspect every line in
your house.

If you can’t shut off the main water supply
because you have an automatic sprinkler
system or someone watering the plants
while you’re gone, shut off the valves to
the most common sources of water
damage such as dishwashers, icemakers
and washing machines, in case a hose
cracks or lets go. Individual shutoff valves
or “stops” are installed on the supply lines
leading to most appliances as well as to
toilets and faucets.

Continued On Page 7
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A Message from MABAS-Illinois
By: Chief Glenn Ericksen

We will need to be more aggressive in
documenting what MABAS provides daily
to the residents of Illinois. We may need
everyone’s help in this process as we
explore options.

Chief Executive Officer Glenn Ericksen

As we move into the new year, I hope
everyone had a safe and enjoyable
holiday season. 2018 looks to present
MABAS with new opportunities and
challenges.
On Saturday January 6, 2018, MABAS
held a retirement celebration for Chief
Jay Reardon as he has completed his
tenure with MABAS and will be wintering
in Florida for a much-deserved break.

Funding issues again will be on the
forefront for MABAS in this new year.
But that is nothing new for those of us
in the fire service. Federal grant
funding for MABAS is secured through
July 2019, but questions remain in
Washington D.C on future funding. In
2018, we will continue the quest to
secure a stable funding source outside
of the Federal grant process. To that
end, we have partnered with other
members of the Illinois Terrorism Task
Force in the creation of a future needs
report to be submitted to the
Governor outlining the financial needs
of MABAS to continue to provide the
level of response capability in future
years. But, with this effort, questions
arise regarding justification of any
State funds requested to replace
outdated and worn equipment or
support of MABAS Special Response
Teams.

The MABAS Staff has been very busy
planning for the 2018 MABAS Command
& Dispatchers Summit to be held again in
Bloomington beginning February 5, 2018
at the Marriott Bloomington-Normal. We
have worked very hard to present a lineup
of speakers who will present current and
topical programs you can use. We look
forward to seeing you at the Summit.

Pictures from the Governor’s Visit
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A Letter from IL-TF1 Medical Team Manager
Dr. Raj Lal
Medical Update for MABAS January
2018

the new guideline. For example, a 10pound weight loss can result in a 5 mm Hg
reduction in blood pressure in an
individual with high blood pressure.

The New 2017 BP Guidelines: Published
online November 20,2017, JAMA.
The American College of Cardiology
and the American Heart Association
(ACC/AHA) have now produced the
2017 Guidelines for the Prevention,
Detection,
Evaluation
and
Management of High Blood Pressure in
Adults. The scope of this guideline is
much more extensive than its previous
one in 2014, examining a broader range
of topics including the definition of
hypertension, diagnostic workup and
evaluation, Lifestyle management
strategies both for prevention and for
treatment, blood pressure (BP)
treatment thresholds and initial drug
choices, and long-term monitoring.
The ACC/AHA 2017 guideline also
considers a broader range of evidence
in forming the recommendations,
including epidemiological studies and,
in selected cases, expert opinion. It is
not the purpose of this update to
summarize
the
full
list
of
recommendation, instead, we focus
most likely to affect current clinical
practice.
The first noteworthy change in the 2017
guideline relates to the definition of
hypertension and treatment targets.
The guideline now categorizes BP a
normal (systolic BP[SBP] <120 mm Hg
AND diastolic BP [DBP] <80 mm Hg);
Stage1 hypertension (SBP 130-139 mm
Hg or DBP <80-89 mm Hg); and Stage 2
hypertension (SBP ¬>¬ 140 mm Hg OR
>90 mm Hg). Although the exact cut
points for each of these classifications
are somewhat arbitrary, there is well
characterized
and
strong
epidemiological evidence to support a
generally linear association between
lower SBP and DBP and cardiovascular
risk. From a clinical perspective,
lowering the diagnostic thresholds for
“hypertension”
beyond
previous
guidelines will significantly increase the

Why this New 2017 ACC/AHA
Guidelines are Important to MABAS:

number of individuals with this diagnosis.
Importantly, this guideline uses a uniform
BP definition of elevated BP and
hypertension for all individuals, without
regard to patient age or comorbid illness
status. Under this guideline, the
prevalence of hypertension among
American adults is 46 percent compared
with 32 percent under the old benchmark
(the JNC 7 definition). To confirm a new
diagnosis of hypertension, an out-ofoffice confirmation of elevated BP is
recommended, especially, the need for
individuals to take their own BP
measurement outside of the clinical
setting i.e. self-measured blood pressure
(SMBP).
This new guideline does not mean these
newly patients with hypertension will face
dramatic new risks or that physicians need
to
immediately
begin
mediation
treatment for most. The guideline is
meant to prevent strokes, heart attacks
and other cardiac problems through
earlier action – a combination of lifestyle
changes for some, depending on the
circumstances--- to control high BP. This
guideline behooves us to monitor our
Blood pressure and take the necessary
steps to get the blood pressure under
control. This will entail us working with
our personal physicians to create a
treatment plan that focuses on healthy
lifestyle changes such as exercising,
eating a healthy diet, reducing salt intake,
drinking alcohol in moderation, losing
weight if overweight, and using antihypertensive medication when needed.
Most individuals with SBP between 130139 mm Hg or DBP between 80-80 mm Hg
will not require anti-hypertensive
medication to treat their high BP under

The U.S. Fire Administration (USFA)
report, “Firefighters Fatalities in the
United States in 2016,” identifies and
analyzes all on-duty U.S. firefighter’s
fatalities that occurred last year to better
understand their causes and how to
prevent them.
Eighty-nine firefighters (56 volunteer,
23 careers and 10 wildland agency) died
while on duty in 2016.
• Activities related to emergency
incidents resulted in the deaths of 36
firefighters.
•Seventeen firefighters died while
engaging in activities at the scene of a
fire.
• Ten firefighters died while responding
to emergency incidents.
• Nineteen firefighters died as a result of
vehicle crashes.
• Heart attacks were the most frequent
nature of fatal injury with 40 firefighter’s
deaths.
• Nine firefighters died while they were
engaged in training activities.
Hence, the New 2017 ACC/AHA
Guidelines for the diagnosis and
treatment of Hypertension has relevance
to our US&R Team TF1 working under the
umbrella of MABAS for optimum
effective performance during the training
and more so under the deployment.
We, the medical physician managers and
our medical specialists take our
obligations seriously and consider a
privilege to take care of our team
members during the training and
deployment.
We wish each one of you, the Happy New
Year in the best of health and be Safe
performing your tasks daily.
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North Chicago Fire Department
Horse Extrication
In the early morning of Wednesday
January 10th, The North Chicago Fire
Department received a peculiar call for a
"horse extraction" a once-in-a-career
scenario. On arrival, crews were met with
a horse hanging half in and half out of a
trailer window in obvious distress.

Lieutenant Axtt fashioned and placed a
harness using a 3” blitz hose line around
the horse, he then connected the hose
harness to the bottom of the platform of
the truck using rescue rope and
carabiners.
Once all gear was in place crews directed
the ladder truck operator to remove slack
from the system. Then slowly the horse
was lifted and the hind end was removed
out of the trailer. While the horse was
suspended just enough, the pickup truck
was removed and the horse was placed
gently on the ground and was released
back to the owner.

The owner had purchased a trailer in
Kentucky, and a mare for his wife to ride
as she recovers from cancer. As he drove
home he stopped at the Full Moon, 1300
Skokie Highway in North Chicago, Illinois.
Where he ate and took a nap, went he
went to leave and started to back up, and
the mare managed to jump out of the
window of the trailer and was thrashing
about out the window. A bystander
witnessed the scene and went to retrieve
a Bobcat in attempt to stabilize her front
feet hoofs, but she was still struggling.
The owner then unhooked his truck that
had been pulling the trailer to the window
and backed in and opened the bed of the
pick-up, so the horse could support the
front half of her body, still the mare was a
few inches to high, he then had to ratchet
down the trailer so the hoofs were
supported on the bed of his truck and he
then called 911.
Battalion Chief Joshua Rickabaugh,
Lieutenant James Axtt and crew
members’ firefighters Marc Harman,
Brian Henderson, Carlos Perez and
Leonard Cooksey quickly assessed the
situation and discussed possibilities of
safely and quickly removing the horse.

First options was to cut the side of the trailer
to make shift a door for the horse thus
freeing it, however crews felt the mare would
be spooked and may succumb to greater
injury, this would cause a significant amount
of damage to the trailer as well as jeopardize
crews and have greater potential of injury,
second thought was to have personnel to lift
and push the back half of the horse the rest
of the way out of the window, however they
would still need to assist the mare off the
truck and pose a higher injury risk to the
responding members, or option three, use
our ladder truck as a hoist to lift the mare up
and away from the trailer.
After a brief discussion Lieutenant Axtt and
Battalion Chief Rickabaugh decided the best
plan of action was option three, use of the
ladder truck.
As crews begin to plot out positioning and
the make shift hoist, the owner was
instrumental in his assistance and did an
amazing job of calming the mare down by
placing his coat over the horse's head to cut
down provocation as well crews turned off
our strobe lights to omit other distractions.

The owners from Seymour, Wisconsin
near Green Bay, followed up with the Fire
Department and reported the horse was
doing excellent and survived the ordeal
with only minor cuts and no serious
injuries. Expressing the Firefighters and
Police officers all showed a great amount
of empathy for their mare, stating they
fears if not for quick actions of the crew
the outcome could have been a much
different, but transpired into a very nice
ending. The owner stated he may rename
his mare from “Birdy” to “Lucky” as she is
one very lucky horse.
I want to specifically recognize Lt. James
Axtt for his quick, out of the box
thinking, technical ability and leadership
in direction of the call.
Our hope is “Lucky” will have many more
years to take rides and graze happily in
the fields of Seymour Wisconsin.
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Interested in IL-TF-1
By: Chief Lyne

Fire departments are seeing a growing
number of member retirements these
days. Over the past couple years, the
Illinois Urban Search and Rescue Task
Force, IL-TF 1, has also been affected
by this. In the last 2 years, IL-TF 1 has
lost 51 members, mostly due to
retirements. In this time, the task
force has only added 32 members.
Most of these have been in the
Hazardous Materials Specialists (22)
and Logistics Specialists (9) positions.
The task force has added a couple new
physicians, Canine Specialists and a
structural engineer. The cost factor to
add new members is around $4500.00
per member. IL-TF 1’s maximum
roster strength is 240 members. When
activated, the task force can respond
with an 80-person team or in various
other mission ready packages.

In order to maintain readiness, the task
force must continue to add members to fill
vacant positions to maintain roster depth
for its various response types.
To fill vacant positions, the task force is
now accepting applications for the position
of Rescue Specialist. Consideration has
been made for the selection criteria for
Rescue Specialist candidates based on the
training

requirements for a member on a MABASIllinois Divisional Technical Rescue Team
and the rescue certification available
through the Illinois Office of the State
Fire Marshall (OSFM). Although not
required, it is expected that most of the
applicants will be members of a MABAS
Technical Rescue Teams from around the
state. We are looking for highly qualified
and motivated individuals to submit
applications for the highly competitive
and prestigious position as a member of
MABAS Illinois Urban Search and Rescue
Task Force 1.

The application and details can be found
on the MABAS website at: www.mabasil.org

www.mabas.org
.

Welcome Our New Administrative-Section
Chief!!!

.

Bernie Lyons joins MABAS after almost 26 years with the Arlington Height Fire
Department. Bernie has served many roles over the course of his career. He served as a
Paramedic, Dive Team and Hazardous Materials Team member and as the department’s
Training Division Chief and Director of the Arlington Heights Fire Academy. For the past 11
years, Bernie was the department’s Deputy Chief of Administration, where he was
responsible for the oversight of the department’s EMS. Public Education and Training
Divisions, in addition to overseeing the department’s budget and serving on a variety of
Village boards and committee. Bernie has also served the last five years as MABAS Division
1’s Secretary/Treasurer.
Chief Bernie Lyons
Bernie is originally from Chicago and a graduate of Chicago’s Gordon Technical High School. He holds a Bachelor’s degree in
Journalism and Mass Communication from Drake University in Des Moines, IA, and has a Chief Fire Officer Certification from
the Office of the State Fire Marshal. Bernie’s late father, Thomas Lyons served for 35 years on the Chicago Fire Department
and retired at the rank of Captain.
Bernie lives in Buffalo Grove with his wife, Mary, and their five children—Conor, Austin, Declan, Patrick and Nora.
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MABAS Incident Support Team (MIST)
By: Lisa Alfaro
Coming soon to you!
We’ve described a MABAS Incident
Support Team as a LOCAL, regional
team put together by you to assist other
MABAS departments to mitigate a
large-scale incident.
The team of
Command Officers could be from
various MABAS Divisions who have
experience, education, and training to
competently perform in the various
positions of the incident command
structure within the framework of the
National Incident Management System
(NIMS). Many Divisions have the parts
but “build” a team as they go along
during an incident. It is our vision to put
those parts together. Get organized!
Get prepared in every conceivable way
for any large-scale incident that may
occur.

While giving your community an
effective and efficient command system
when you are in dire need, MIST could
serve not only to assist you during the
incident but after the incident; record
tracking would help ensure your town
receives critical federal or state disaster
money long after immediate danger
clears.

The MIST function is more in line with
NIMS
guidelines
and
standards
established for Type 4 or Type 5 Incident
Management Teams. It can assist you
either in managing your incident at its
current level or assist you in transitioning
your command structure to a Type III
Incident Management Team if escalating
conditions warrant such action.

Rest assured the MIST is not intended to
REPLACE command teams but is
designated to quickly respond to various
emergency incidents to SUPPORT
incident commanders.

Remember, the MABAS Incident Support
Team is designed to provide a team of
LOCAL emergency responders who will
look at your incident with you and help
you manage it from an all hazards
perspective, perform specific staff and
command assignments at your discretion
for your incident, and aid in your
development of NIMS-compliant incident
action plans.

We understand during large-scale
incidents a stricken community may be
crippled. The MIST brings its own
supplies, equipment, and expertise to
assist you in managing your incident.
Because it is local, the assistance you
need can be readily available. The MIST
is designed to quickly be available to
help support or develop your plan to
handle the challenges you are facing.

Folks, never forget we live on a rock and
our section of rock contains the New
Madrid Seismic Zone. We must work hard
to be ready for anything and everything.
In 2018, we plan to work toward assisting
your Division to develop a MABAS
Incident Support Team! MABAS-IL Got
Your Back!

Prevent Water Damage While You Are Away
By: Familyhandyman.com
Continued From Page 2
Sump pump systems help keep
groundwater out of your basement.
Before a vacation, test your sump pump
by filling the sump pit with water and
making sure the pump is actually
pumping out the water.
If it doesn’t, be sure the sump pump is
plugged in (a surprisingly common
oversight) and check the breaker as
well. Also make sure the outlet pipe
isn’t frozen or clogged and that it
directs water away from your home.
Clean the hole in the discharge line and
check that the motor is running

smoothly. Also consider adding a backup
battery to your sump pump so that it
functions during power outages, which
seem to go hand-in-hand with heavy
rainstorms.

A 1,000-sq.-ft. roof will shed about 620
gallons of water during a 1-in. rainfall, or
about 103 gallons per downspout if you
have six downspouts. That’s a lot of water
dumped right next to your basement.
Although it may seem obvious, clean and
properly functioning gutters with
downspouts that empty away from the
foundation are key to avoiding major and
expensive home repairs.
So before you leave for a vacation, take a
walk around the house and check your
gutters. Check to see if leaves, sticks or
other debris are blocking the inlet of the
Continued On Page 9
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FAST FACTS

MABAS Division Map
With Branch Chiefs

Visit to MRC
On December 13, 2017 Governor Bruce
Rauner visited the MABAS Readiness
Center to sign First Net.
DID YOU KNOW??

5th-23rd
Detroit was the 5th largest city in the United
States in 1950 with 1.9 million people.
Detroit is currently the 23rd largest city in
the United States with 673,000 people.
(Census Bureau)

99th-5th
Phoenix was the 99th largest city in the
United States in 1950 with 107,000
people. Phoenix is currently the 5th largest
city in the United States with 1.6 million
people. (Census Bureau)

MABAS, Illinois
847-403-0500

Questions/Comments
Has your Department/Division responded to a call or had a big
event and you would like MABAS to add it to our newsletter, do you
have any questions or comments about our quarterly issue of Back
Talk please feel free to e-mail or call. We look forward to
suggestions and comments.
E-mail to: Littlefield@mabas-il.org

Littlefield @ 847-403-0511
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Prevent Water Damage While You Are Away
By: Familyhandyman.com
Continued From Page 7
downspout and preventing water from
flowing down the spout. Also make
sure your downspout extensions are
discharging the water far enough from
the foundation and that you always
reattach them after you mow your
lawn.

After turning off the supply shutoff, open
the outside faucets to drain the remaining
water out of the pipes. Never leave a hose
connected to an outdoor faucet: It traps
water in the faucet, which can freeze and
crack open the faucet.
Another tip to avoid frozen plumbing is to
turn the heat down to 60 degrees F when
you leave, but not lower. You want to
keep things warm enough inside the
house so that water pipes running
through exterior walls don’t freeze and
burst. Leave the doors of bathroom
vanities and kitchen sink cabinets open to
allow more heat to get to the plumbing,
and consider using a temperature sensor
(see “High-Tech Plumbing Protection,”
below).

Temperature sensors detect furnace
breakdowns and can help prevent frozen
pipes and resulting water damage when
interior temperatures dip. These
temperature sensors, which come in
battery-operated models and versions
that can be plugged into a wall outlet,
turn on or off any device plugged into
them depending on the air temperature.
A lamp plugged into the sensor will turn
on when the temperature inside the
house falls below a certain level, alerting
a neighbor to call you or a service person.
Article recommended by Ed Gibis. Ed is
responsible
for
maintaining
all
apparatus at MABAS readiness Center
(MRC) as Logistics Branch
Article taken from:
https://www.familyhandyman.com/plu
mbing/prevent-water-damage-whileyou-are-away/view-all/

Outdoor faucets are the first plumbing
parts to freeze and burst when the
temperature drops. So always close the
supply shutoff valve inside the house
before you head off on vacation (see
Figure B). This is a good idea even if you
have a frostproof faucet, since you’ll
probably turn down the thermostat
when you leave home.
Temperature sensor

What’s new in the MABAS IT Department!!!
By: Nick Westmoreland
The IT department of MABAS has been completing the server upgrade that started in July of 2016. We are hopeful to complete the
project in the near future. With the upgrade, we switched over to Office 365. In doing so we are taking advantage of benefits that
Office 365 offers. Some of the more notable benefits: All users have been upgraded to Office Suite 2016. This includes Skype for
Business and SharePoint which will enhance document sharing and communication between MABAS users. One big improvement
that Office 365 offers is a Ticketing System which will be implemented for all MABAS users. Training will take place so that all
understand the benefits it will offer. Users will be able to make a ticket for any supported device that is having issues. The
Ticketing system will contain a variety of new features improving communication and response time to the MABAS users from the
IT department. The ticketing system will also increase the level of organization and allow the creator of the ticket to track the
status of their ticket as well as progress being made. Putting this ticketing system in place offers numerous other benefits to the
company’s day to day activities.

www.mabas.org
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Do You Know!!!!
Chief Spencer Kimura began his fire service career in 1980 at the Glenbrook Fire Protection
District. In 1992, the Glenbrook Fire District merged with the Glenview Fire Department where
Spencer rose through the ranks retiring as Battalion Chief in February 2012. Spencer served as
Fire Chief of the Riverside Fire Department from August 2011 through July 2015. He holds a
Master’s of Science degree from National-Louis University, Bachelor of Science degree from
Southern Illinois University, and (2) Applied Associates of Science degrees from Oakton
Community College. He has several professional credential certifications including OSFM Chief
Fire Officer, National Fire Academy Executive Fire Officer, Center for Public Safety Excellence
Chief Fire Officer and Chief Training Officer, and Institute of Fire Engineers MI Fire E grade.
MABAS Branch Chief
Spence Kimura

Spencer resides in Glenview with his wife Heather. They have two children: Ryan and Tiffanie.
Ryan and his wife Allison reside in Chicago with their new daughter. Ryan is a partner CFO/CTO
at Local Foods in Chicago. Tiffanie and her husband Brendon reside in Naperville. Tiffanie has
her Doctorate in Physical Therapy and works at the Naperville School District.
Spencer represents the following MABAS Divisions 1, 3, 10, 11, 20, 21, 22 & 24.

Letter from Operations Section Chief Dave Haywood
As we bid farewell to 2017 and welcome in
the new year we reflect on the successes
and opportunities we enjoyed during the
previous year, but we must also
remember and learn from the
weaknesses and obstacles that we
encountered. Much like local fire agencies
and regional MABAS Divisions, MABASIllinois faced challenges securing
appropriate funding for staffing,
equipping and training Mobile Support
Teams and their members, capitol
replacement programs, and conducting
full scale exercises. We will continue with
that struggle to maintain the capabilities
and expectations of our member agencies
and those that they serve.

divisions with bunk beds will improve
our state-wide capabilities and increase
resource expectations when requesting
shelters. We also assisted local Fire
agencies and MABAS Divisions at
multiple areas of flooding including levy
breaches, severe storms and high winds,
train derailments, passenger bus rollovers and more. Hazardous Materials
and Technical Rescue Teams overall
health improved state-wide and teams
have been moved from a nondeployable, probationary status to fully
certified
and
deployable.
Congratulations to those teams and
their commitment to the MABASIllinois system.

MABAS also witnessed the passing of the
Chief Executive Officers torch from Chief
Reardon to Chief Ericksen. Chief Reardon
expected excellence in everything and
everyone around him and the state-wide
capabilities developed under his watch
are second to none. Words like
“Benchmark”,” National Standard” and
“Best
Practice”
were
common
terminology in his world. Jay will be
missed but at the same time we look
forward to collectively helping Chief
Ericksen write the next chapter in the
MABAS book. Under Glenn’s leadership
and guidance, I foresee continued growth
and improvements in our state-wide
capabilities.

MABAS also had many successes that we
hope to be able to sustain. We continued
with the Decontamination Vehicle
refurbishments and hope to complete
that project in the next fiscal year. After
completing all 25 Decontamination
vehicles, we hope to get many more years
of service from these useful vehicles. We
also continued with the distribution of
bunk bed cots for divisional Western
Shelters and we intend to complete that
project in 2018. Equipping all 69 MABAS

Several Table Top and Full-Scale
Exercises were conducted across the
state that identified many strengths of
MABAS members and the MABAS
system, and they also highlighted
weaknesses that we will improve upon
and exercise again this year. We are in
the planning phases of a large Full-Scale
Exercise involving multiple jurisdictions,
multiple locations and multiple disciples
from local to Federal resources. More to
follow later.

As I prepare this article, the MABAS staff
is busy with last minute preparations for
The MABAS Annual Training Summit.
This year’s summit will again be in
Bloomington during the first full week of
February and the agenda is full of
informative speakers and sessions. I look
forward to seeing all of you at the
Summit.

www.mabas.org

www.mabas.org
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Rockford Fire Dept.
Surface Ice Rescue Training
By: FF Maschke
On 1/11/2018, Rockford Fire Departments 16 newest recruits along with 5 Rockford Fire’s dive team members were put through a
surface ice rescue technician program on the last day of the OSFM Water Operations class. This occurred at Levings Lake/ West
Rock Wake Park in southwest Rockford. Although the water operations class teaches shore support functions and all frontline fire
apparatus carry ice rescue suits, this was then perfect time to build a foundation of what was learned all week and take students
to the Technician level. Before venturing onto the ice for the first time, students were acclimated in ice rescue suits a controlled
pool environment as a confidence builder while working one-on-one with an instructor.
The hands on practical on ice evolutions were broken down
into two stations, one for Operations or shore based rescue
and another station for Technician level go rescues. The
operations station required students to verbally instruct a
victim to step-by- step self-rescue, successfully throw a
rope bag to victim have victim assist in removal, throw and
instruct a victim in correctly using ice awls to self-rescue
and to roll away from the hole, inflate a fire hose and
coordinate a shore-based rescue, Rockford Fire
Departments drone was used to fly a buoyant sling to a
victim. This would be extremely beneficial for a long
distance or multiple victim rescue situation.
The Technician level station had students rotate through positions as a line tender, primary and back-up rescuer showcasing the
roles and responsibilities for each position. Technicians were required to use multiple devices to extricate themselves through the
ice. As a Technician, how can you assist in a victims rescue if you cannot self-rescue. Students were encouraged to use multiple
rescue tools to assist a rescue including an ice pole and buoyant ice rescue sling while communicating step –by-step with a
sometimes not cooperative victim. The RDC was used to the very end on purpose to show that it usually will not be part of plan A
but more than likely be part of plans B or C.
The students commented at the end of class how
comfortable and at ease they felt in the suits
attributing to the pool sessions prior to getting out
on the ice. The instructors felt this was the baseline
techniques every surface ice rescue technician should
know how to accomplish. The next drill will build off
of today’s accomplishments to incorporate multiple
victims at multiple locations at greater distances.
The instructors felt confident that every student was
able to safely and effectively accomplish a surface ice
rescue.
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